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YOUR 
TRUTH



Thank you for your purchase.
 

I hope that you are ready to speak your truth with confidence and courage. 

This Throat Chakra healing program will open up and balance the throat
chakra with a powerful guided meditation and activation that will leave feeling
more confident in your ability to speak your truth and express yourself. 

Throat chakra healing is important when you feel like your emotions and truth
have been suppressed, be that now, in the past or at a time in the future when
you will be required to speak up and perhaps give an opinion, state your truth
or even give a speech or lead a meeting.   

Acknowledging your true feelings can feel uncomfortable with anger, in
particular, being the main emotion that we tend to suppress. However, it is
important to give all your emotions, thoughts and feelings a voice. 

When we honour our truth, we honour our worth, we move away from the
need to people please and stop searching for validity outside of ourselves.

Speaking up is tough at  times, I know, I get it, I truly do. However, even if your
voice wobbles, speak up as it affirms that you are worthy, your voice is
important and the more you do it the easier it becomes.  

Use this PDF and audio whenever you need to speak your truth with  a loved
one, a colleague, or even someone in the post office queue!  Or maybe you have
a specific memory and wished you'd have spoken up, here is your chance. 

If you have any questions or would like to share your progress, I'd love  to hear
from you, please email me at: rebecca@theholisticcoach.co.uk 

 
With Love 

 

Rebecca 
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This Throat Chakra Program has been created so that it can be used as and
when needed. Having said that it is always good to give the Throat Chakra a
boost now and then because this chakra is where we can be vulnerably 
 powerful. Through our voice we can librate ourselves. 

This workbook has tips and ideas to help you balance and boost the Throat
chakra, choose what works for you and radiate blue!  

The Meditation and Activation focuses on the breath throughout because  deep
conscious breaths are very beneficial and activating for the throat chakra.
Breath work helps to ease stress from body, mind and soul, clear toxins and
stimulate your throat and chest area. 

The Meditation and Activation is 25 minutes long and I suggest that you give
yourself 45 minutes in total. You can then carry on enjoying some peace
afterwards letting the energy settle. You may like journal some thoughts or
'aha' moments that you may have had or insights you received. 

To access the Meditation and Activation please click here: 

https://youtu.be/FlgSwE2Xvsk

If you would like a quick boost, use this Two Minute Meditation accessed here:

  https://youtu.be/8v9FxAjMPVc
 

Now Go And 

Speak Your Truth!  
 



You are fearful about speaking your personal truth 
You have a hard time expressing your thoughts,
needs, emotions and feelings  
You feel anxious about speaking or communicating 

Sore throat 
Swollen glands 
Sinus problems 
Disorders of the throat, mouth, teeth or gums 

The Throat Chakra is part of the “Seven Body Chakras”
which has to do with our ability to communicate
verbally. 

The chakras are responsible for distributing the life
energy, which is also known as Qi or Prana. It is
important to keep them all balanced for overall
wellbeing.  

HOW TO KNOW IF YOUR THROAT CHAKRA IS WEAK? 

If your Throat Chakra is blocked and imbalanced, it can
manifest physically and emotionally. This could mean
that:

You can also experience: 

If you are experiencing any of these, there are different
ways to heal your throat chakra but please consult your
GP if symptoms persist.  

What is Throat
Chakra? 



This chakra allows you to speak your truth literally, when open and balanced it
will allow you to speak easily from the heart without shame, fear or anxiety.
Not being heard and not standing up for what you believe in can stem from a
low functioning throat chakra. The key is balance which will enable you to feel
heard by others and enable easy access to the creative spark that exists within
you. The purpose of this program is to create balance within the throat chakra.  

Freedom to recognise your inner voice and the courage to act upon it can move
mountains and free you from illusionary self imposed boundaries. As our
personal resonance becomes stronger and we learn to stand in our own power,
the outside world mirror’s our actions and beliefs and paves the way for
breakthroughs and new success in our life.

The Throat Chakra

The Throat Chakra is also responsible for manifestation and when fully
functional will enable heart felt desires to manifest with ease.

The colour of this chakra is blue and it also represents the element of water.
When this chakra is strong we are able to see and connect to our destiny and
able to experience life with flow as opposed to resistance and fear. 

Abilities such as guided writing, channelling and higher self awareness are also
linked to a strong Throat Chakra. Blocks in this area can result in poor
communication, being judgemental and lacking creativity.

CREATIVITY GUIDANCE TRUST

COMMUNICATION SERENITY



Sore throats, upper back pain, neck pain,
hearing problems, teeth issues, tight jaw
are all physical problems that may
manifest if your throat chakra is
unbalanced. 

The throat chakra is related to
communication and how we express our
thoughts and ideas. Often sore throats
and stiff necks  are  connected to not
communicating something or when your
individuality is being repressed.  Speaking
your truth if not directly to whom you'd
like to say your truth to but in a journal
can help to cleanse and balance this
chakra. 

Singing will also support this chakra's
flow and using the switchboards below as
a mantra will give your inner thoughts a
voice. 

Keep reading for some Throat Chakra
healing ideas.  

How the Throat Chakra 
Affects the Physical Body



I communicate confidently and with ease.

I honour my authentic voice.

I honour the voices of others. 

I feel comfortable speaking my mind.

I am balanced in speaking and listening.

I am an active listener.

I speak my true thoughts with clarity.

I set clear boundaries.

I express myself with joy and ease.

I speak with love.

 
Which affirmation resonates with you today? 

 

Say, Sing or Write it 

Affirmations 



Blue is often used to support meditation and
promote relaxation.  

Blue helps you to express your feelings and is
connected to speaking your inner truth. It is
connected to wisdom, creativity and loyalty. 

Wearing blue will help to boost your Throat
Chakra, wearing an item of blue clothing,
jewellery, crystals or a scarf etc will help to
create a balance of energy. 

Having a piece of art that contains blues, blue
cushions and flower pots will all help to
readdress the balance. 

Colour therapy is incredibly subtle and powerful,
especially when you connect to the colour with
intention.  

Why not create so blue art? 

However, too much blue can make you feel a bit
low in mood and cold. Finding the right shade of
blue is important and the right shade will vary
depending on what you need energetically at
the time.  Darker shades can lead to feeling sad
and blue whereas lighter shades can uplift and
inspire. Tap into your intuition and you will
instinctively know what shade of blue will
support you.   

Be Blue 



Do you start your day with warm lemon
water?

There are so many benefits to drinking warm
lemon water from aiding digestion, a vitamin
C boost and supporting the body to clear
toxins but did you know...

Did you know that lemons and limes also
help activate the throat chakra? And other
astringent fruits such as kiwi. 

They help clear the 'gunk' and support clear
concise communication.

So, perhaps if you are attending an
important meeting or know that you will be
engaging in conversation that you'd like to
speak your truth at try drinking some lemon
water before and notice if it helps you.

Having said that, plain ole simple water is
what the Throat Chakra needs and plenty of
it. So make sure you are drinking plenty each
day. Water moistens the throat and gives it
a boost.  

Did You Know? 



Healing Foods 
When connecting to and healing the Throat Chakra
typically darker shades of fruit and vegetables are your
ideal go to, such as: 

Blueberries, blackberries, black currants, plums, raisins,
figs and  purple grapes however, apples and pears are
also beneficial.  

Purple cabbage, black olives, aubergine, purple carrots
and purple broccoli. 

Although, it is important to state that the Throat Chakra
is less about the food and more about your relationship
with the food. So, how we eat the food is important.  
 

How much do you chew?
Guidance is to chew 32 times before swallowing your
food. Do you chew 32 times per mouthful? Chewing
consciously is important because it is vital for an
effective assimilation process. When we chew our food
we connect with it, the energy of the food is altered, it
becomes part of us. 

I am guilty of eating unconsciously when I am in a hurry
and it really does my digestion no good! Eating slowly in
gratitude works wonders. It also helps the solar plexus
and the heart chakra. 

Give conscious chewing a go and let me know how you
get on but you may need to set aside a little longer for
meal times!



Where do you feel conflict when it comes to self
expression?

How willing are you to speak your truth? Do you express
how you feel?

Are you honest with yourself?

Do you feel that telling the truth is offensive to others?

How truthful are you when confronted by others who you
dislike?

Do you people please? When? Why? 

Do you say yes when you'd like to say no? When? Why?

Do you overeat when you are not hungry? 

Do you eat quickly?

These questions will help you to address thoughts,
actions and feelings that maybe creating an imbalance in
the Throat Chakra. Answer them truthfully and honestly.   

Journal Prompts 
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Thank You 


